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Begin by making a few practice
impressions on an old golf ball.
Turn the stamp upside down and
set it on a table. Remove the
cover. Hold the golf ball directly
over the center of the stamp.

Using light pressure, “roll” the
ball over the center of the stamp.
It may be helpful to roll the ball
left-to-right and front-to-back so
the entire stamp image is
pressed against the surface of
the ball.

Lift the ball straight up and allow
the ink to dry for about 10
seconds before touching the
image. Stamp again on several
areas of the ball so you’ll quickly
see your mark as you approach.
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When the stamp begins to run
out of ink, refill it only with Golf
Ball Stamp Ink! No other ink will
work with your stamp. Start by
removing the cover.
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With the stamp “up”
put a few drops of ink
directly on top of the
printing message. DO
NOT OVER INK as it will
be difficult to get a good
impression if too much ink
is in the stamp.
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Using a tissue or
other soft cloth, blot
the surface of
the stamp using
your thumb. DO
NOT RUB! Press
the tissue straight
down on the printing
message to absorb
excess ink. Stamp a
piece of paper a few
times before stamping a ball.

Any time that the stamp appears to be over inked, excess ink can be blotted away using the tissue method described
above. When using the stamp in areas of high humidity or high heat, the ink in the stamp may become thinner in viscosity
and the stamp may need to be blotted occasionally.

When not in use be sure the cover is securely on the stamp or the ink will dry out!
Keep the stamp and refill ink out of the reach of children. Keep away from open flame. Do not take internally. Avoid contact with eyes
and prolonged contact with skin. Keep stamp and refill ink bottle closed when not in use. Permanence of imprint will be significantly
shorter when using “super-slick” or “non-stick” coated cover golf balls.

